“Superhero”
or “Super
Reader”
Library
Orientation

.

•

Editable PowerPoint .pptx file and easy-to-print PDF file
format

• Editable Microsoft
PowerPoint .pptx &
easy-to-print PDF file
formats

• Microsoft Word .docx file format
• Aligned to National Common Core ELA
Standards, Pennsylvania Core ELA Standards,
and the 2018 AASL National School Library
Standards for Learners

1. Using a single piece of 9” x 12” construction paper as
each space, create a life-size board game that has the
same start and end point.
2. Design the game board so that students stop at the
circulation desk, the magazines, the online catalog,
and each section of the library. You may also add
your own “stops” by editing the Superhero Clue
Cards.
3. Print a set of the Superhero Cards with the campfire
image only (not the clues). Print enough cards to glue
a card to each square where students will stop to
answer a question. You should also write the question
number on those squares to minimize confusion.
4. Print a set of Superhero Clue Cards double-sided (on
cardstock if possible) so that the treasure image is on
one side and the question is on the other.
Numbering these cards to correspond to the
Superhero Spaces may also help students write their
answers on the correct line. After cutting the cards
apart, place them near the corresponding Superhero
spaces for students to find, perhaps on a shelf or other
piece of furniture.
5. Print and copy student answer sheets, 1 per group of
students.

Game board path through instruction
area, and everybody sections; use
arrows to guide students in the
right direction.

Game path through nonfiction;
treasure spaces have a treasure chest
card glued on it, and a clue card to
find on a nearby shelf.

Game path
and question
card at the
online catalog
computer

1. Every school year, our library has a new theme and a
corresponding orientation game to introduce new
students to our school library and to review the library
expectations and procedures. This life-sized board game
for grades 3, 4, and 5 is designed for a superhero or “Super
Readers” theme.

2. Students may work in pairs, or groups of 3-4, depending
on class size. During a turn, students take turns rolling the dice
and the whole team advances the number of spaces on the dice.
If the team gets to a Superhero Space, they stop and look for the
corresponding Superhero Card. The team works together to
answer the question on the card and writes their answer on the
team answer sheet. Each question is numbered so students
should write their answer on the corresponding numbered line
on the answer sheet.
3. There may be a group or two that mistakenly fills in the correct
answer on the wrong line on the answer sheet. I usually don’t
make a big deal when that happens, though I do remind
students of how important it is to listen to directions.
Remember, the purpose is for students to review how the library
works, not complete the game perfectly.
4. You may offer a prize for getting the most correct answers, but I
don’t. Students will have fun with or without an extrinsic
reward.
5. The title font used in the board game is Luckiest Guy, and it can
be downloaded for free from Google Fonts if your computer
doesn’t load it when you open the PowerPoint files.

5. Other Materials Needed (affiliate links):
• Construction paper – Enough sheets to make a game
board on your library floor that goes around to each
highlighted part of the library. 1 sheet equals 1 space on
the board.
• Six-sided dice (1 per student group of 3 or 4)
o Tip: Put 1 die inside a small plastic, resealable
container (like the kind used for salad dressing in
packed lunches) to prevent losing it during
gameplay.
• Printer paper and access to a printer
• White glue or rubber cement
• ONE of the following: Printable 3” x 5” index card paper
(3 per page with fold-and-tear cards), OR white cardstock
to print 4 cards per page
6. Terms of Use – This product is copyrighted by Collette J. /
Mrs. J in the Library. By purchasing this product, you
are purchasing a one-user license, so please do not
share this product with others. Feel free to edit any of
the TEXT (not graphic) content according to your needs.
7. Graphics Terms of Use – This product was created using
licensed graphics from several graphics/clipart artists (listed
on last page). It is a violation of copyright law to “lift” or
remove the graphics for other purposes. To obtain your own
license, visit the artists’ websites.
8. Want more practical tips and inspiration for your
library? Sign up for my email newsletter, and I’ll send you
helpful blog posts, resources, and occasional product news
right to your inbox!

